
Brother UK Limited Do What You Do Best Terms and Conditions 
 

Terms and Conditions 
1. This campaign is promoted by Brother UK Limited (BUK) between Monday 18th February to 

Monday 18th March 2019 and will be known as the ‘Do What You Do Best Campaign”.   
2. For the purposes of these terms and conditions, the term ‘prize’ will refer to one Brother 

MFC-L3770CDW colour laser printer. No substitute or alternative prize/cash award will be 
provided under any circumstances.   

3. No purchase is necessary to participate in this competition. In order to enter the   
competition, participants will need to comment on the relevant Brother post on social media 
(Facebook and Twitter) with their reply to the question “Show us what your business does 
best”. The reply should be in the format of an image or video.  

4. At the end of the campaign period, BUK will assess all relevant submissions and award the 
prize to the winner based on responses provided: 
a. BUK will contact the winner via social media (Facebook or Twitter) to notify them and 

collate relevant details required to process and award the prize, including but not 
limited to: full name, email address, delivery address and phone number.  

5. BUK accepts no responsibility to participants or any third party for loss of opportunity due to 
rejection of incomplete or incorrect submissions.  

6. BUK reserves the right to alter/amend the prize available to participants throughout the 
campaign period, with no liability to participants under any circumstances.  

7. All content that participants submit may be used at BUK’s sole discretion. BUK reserves the 
right to remove or delete any content on the relevant BUK post that BUK deems, in its sole 
discretion, to violate the content guidelines. BUK reserves the right to remove or to refuse to 
post any submission to the extent authorised by law. Participants acknowledge that they, 
not BUK, are responsible for the contents of the submission.  

8. For the avoidance of doubt, BUK will be responsible for allocation and remittance of the 
prize and therefore in all matters relating to this campaign, the decision of BUK will be 
deemed as final and binding. 

9. All personal information will be processed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018. 

10. By entering this competition, participants agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions 
and by any other requirements set out in the campaign material.  This campaign does not 
affect your statutory rights. 

11. This incentive is governed by the laws of England and Wales. 
 


